The typical approach for recovery of spatially correlated signals is regularized least squares with a coupled regularization term. In the Bayesian framework, this algorithm is seen as a maximum-a-posterior estimator whose postulated prior is proportional to the regularization term. In this paper, we study distributed sensing networks in which a set of spatially correlated signals are measured individually at separate terminals, but recovered jointly via a generic maximum-a-posterior estimator. Using the replica method, it is shown that the setting exhibits the decoupling property. For the case with jointly sparse signals, we invoke Bayesian inference and propose the "multi-dimensional soft thresholding" algorithm which is posed as a linear programming. Our investigations depict that the proposed algorithm outperforms the conventional ℓ2,1-norm regularized least squares scheme while enjoying a feasible computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a Distributed Sensing Network (DSN), the receiving terminal deals with the problem of signal recovery from a set of individually measured observations which are generally underdetermined and noisy. Common examples of such networks arise in Distributed Compressive Sensing (DCS) [1] , [2] and the Multiple Measurement Vector (MMV) problem [3] . The typical approach for signal recovery in DSNs is Regularized Least Squares (RLS) regression whose performance, as well as complexity, depends on the regularization term. In a Bayesian framework, this approach yields a Maximum-A-Posterior (MAP) estimation problem in which the regularization term describes the prior joint distribution postulated for the signals. In this respect, several studies employed analytic and algorithmic tools, available in the literature of Bayesian estimation, to investigate the fundamental limits on the performance of DSNs and design effective recovery schemes; see [4] - [6] and references therein.
When the source signals are spatially correlated, Bayesian estimation suggests to have a mutually coupled regularization term, since it can exploit the correlation among the signals. In general, the optimal performance is achieved when RLS uses the true prior distribution for regularization. The corresponding recovery algorithm is however not necessarily feasible to implement, e.g. in DCS. For these cases, adopting a mismatched prior can lead to a computationally feasible RLS algorithm at the expense of slight degradation in the performance. An example of such mismatched regularization is ℓ 2,1 -norm RLS for joint sparse recovery. In this algorithm, the regularization term is set to ℓ 2,1 -norm which for [v 1 , . . . , v J ], with v j ∈ Ê N ×1 , is given by [7] [v 1 , . . . , v J ] 2,1 = N n=1 J j=1 |v jn | 2 .
(1)
For joint sparse recovery, ℓ 2,1 -norm is known to outperform classical regularization terms in compressive sensing, such as ℓ 1 -norm. This observation follows the fact that ℓ 2,1 -norm, in contrast to classical regularization, does not assume independency among the jointly sparse signals. Although ℓ 2,1 -norm extracts the correlation among signals, the efficiency of the performance of this regularization is still questionable. In fact, the suggestion of such a regularization term is mainly based on heuristics and does not guarantee its superiority to other regularization terms with same computational complexity.
Contributions
In this paper, we characterize the performance of a generic form of MAP estimation in DSNs. Our investigations extends the scope of asymptotic decoupling principle, studied in [9] , [10] for sensing networks with a single source, to settings with multiple terminals. Using this characterization, we propose the "multi-dimensional soft thresholding" algorithm for recovery of jointly sparse signals by imposing a more realistic postulation on the prior distribution. The proposed algorithm is posed as a linear programming and is shown to outperform ℓ 2,1 -norm regularization in terms of estimation error. This result indicates that given RLS algorithms with feasible computational complexity, ℓ 2,1 -norm is not in general the most efficient choice of regularization for joint sparse recovery.
Notations
We represent scalars, vectors and matrices with non-bold, bold lower case and bold upper case letters, respectively. A K × K identity matrix is shown by I K , and the K × K matrix and K × 1 vector with all entries equal to one is denoted by 1 K and 1 K×1 , respectively. H T indicates the transpose of the matrix H. The set of real and integer numbers are denoted by Ê and , and their corresponding non-negative subsets by superscript +. We denoted the Euclidean and ℓ 1 -norm with · and · 1 , respectively. For a given random variable x, either the probability mass or density function is represented with p(x). Moreover, E {·} identifies the expectation operator. We use the shortened notation [N ] to represent {1, . . . , N }.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a general DSN in which J correlated source vectors, x j ∈ N ×1 for j ∈ [J] and ⊂ Ê, are measured linearly and individually as y j = A j x j + z j and received at a single data-fusion center. It is assumed that x j , the sensing matrices A j ∈ Ê Mj ×N and measurement noises z j ∈ Ê N ×1 satisfy the following constraints:
(a) x 1 , . . . , x J are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) such that the n-th sample of the source terminals for each n ∈ [N ] are spatially correlated and have a joint probability distribution p X (x J n ) where x J n := (x 1n , . . . , x Jn ), i.e.,
is randomly generated such that the Gram matrix J j = A T j A j has the decomposition J j = U j D j U T j with U j being a Haar distributed matrix and D j denoting the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. It is assumed that A j is independent of A k for any j = k, and the empirical distribution of eigenvalues, i.e., density of states, converges as N ↑ ∞ to a deterministic distribution p j (λ).
For the asymptotic distribution p j (λ), the Stieltjes transform is given by
denotes the inverse of the Stieltjes transform with respect to composition. This notation is further extended to matrix arguments: For the matrix M N ×N with the eigendecomposition M = ΣΛΣ −1 ,
We use the Rtransform later to represent the main results.
(c) We consider a sequence of DSNs with N signal samples and M j measurements at each terminal. It is assumed that M j , for j ∈ [J], is a deterministic sequence of N such that
We refer to ρ j as the j-th terminal compression ratio.
A. Generic Joint MAP Estimation
Although the measurements y j are taken individually, the sources are reconstructed at a single fusion center. For recovery, a MAP estimation algorithm is employed in whicĥ
In ( . As the source samples are i.i.d., we consider a decoupling utility function, i.e.,
for some u(·) : Ê J×1 → Ê + that takes into account the spatial correlation among the signal samples across the terminals.
B. Performance Measure
The common metric to quantify the estimation performance is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) which determines the distortion between the source vectors and their reconstructions averaged over all samples using the Euclidean distance. Nevertheless, the distortion metric can be defined for a generic measure. We therefore consider a general distortion function d(·; ·) : Ê J × Ê J → Ê and define the distortion between the source ensemble x J and its reconstructionx J as
The average distortion is then given by
and its "asymptotic", denoted by D, is defined to be the limit when N ↑ ∞. We intend to determine the asymptotic average distortion for the MAP estimator presented in Section II-A. As it is known from the literature, the direct approach to calculate D often fails as the optimization problem in (5) does not have a closed-form solution for several choices of the utility function u(·) and source alphabet . Moreover, the algorithmic approaches become computationally infeasible as N increases. We thus invoke the replica method to determine D.
III. MAIN RESULTS In the large-system limit, the DSN exhibits the decoupling property. This means that the network is statistically equivalent to N identical scalar sensing networks. In the sequel, we state the decoupling property. The derivations are skipped here and postponed to Section V. The validity of this result is based on the "replica continuity" conjecture which is later illustrated through the analyses in Section V. In general, using the replica method, the asymptotic distortion D is derived as a solution of fixed-point equations referred to as the "general replica ansatz". When the setting exhibits the so-called "replica symmetry" property 1 , the general replica ansatz takes on a simple form. For simplicity, we assume in this section that the setting shows replica symmetry, and defer the presentation of the general replica ansatz to Section V. From the literature [11] , [12] , it is well-known that MAP estimators exhibit replica symmetry for a large class of utility functions. For specific cases, in which replica symmetry does not hold, the asymptotic distortion can be derived by following the systematic approach given in [11] to break replica symmetry.
A. Decoupling Property
To illustrate the decoupling property, we define the following single-letter "decoupled sensing network": The decoupled sensing network consists of scalar sources x J := (x 1 , . . . , x J ) which are distributed with p X (x J ) and measured for j ∈ [J] as y j = x j + z j with independent measurement noises z j ∼ N (0, θ 2 j ) whose variances are given by
for some χ 1 , . . . , χ J and p 1 , . . . , p J . At the fusion center, the sources are recovered via the single-letter MAP estimator
where τ j is given by
The decoupling property indicates that as N increases, the
for j ∈ [J]. Note that this property guarantees decoupling on the marginal distribution (x J n ,x J n ) and does not imply independency of recovered samples. In fact,x J n andx J k are in general correlated for k = n [9], [10] .
B. Asymptotic Average Distortion
To calculate D, we start from (18) and write
where † comes from the decoupling property for large N .
IV. DISTRIBUTED COMPRESSIVE SENSING
The most appealing application of the results is the problem of DCS. Considering the generic form of the MAP estimator, the setup in Section II encloses a large class of DCS settings with RLS recovery. In this section, we invoke Bayesian inference and propose the "multi-dimensional soft thresholding" algorithm. Using the asymptotic results, we show that this algorithm outperforms the well-known ℓ 2,1 -norm RLS recovery scheme while posing same computational complexity.
A. Sparse Gaussian Priors
We consider J = 2 linearly-correlated jointly sparse sources with sparse Gaussian priors, i.e., x j for j = 1, 2 is written as
where w C ∼ N (0, υ 2 C ) and w j ∼ N (0, υ 2 j ), and s C and s j are Bernoulli distributed random variables with Pr {s C = 1} = 1 − Pr {s C = 0} = µ C and Pr {s j = 1} = 1 − Pr {s j = 0} = µ j ; moreover, (w C , w 1 , w 2 , s C , s 1 , s 2 ) are jointly independent.
È11 È12 È0 Fig. 1 : The thresholding regions for two-dimensional soft thresholding. In the blue regions,x1 andx2 are estimated as shifted versions of their corresponding observations while in the gray regions either x1 orx2 is estimated zero. When (y1, y2) lies in the white region, bothx1 andx2 are clipped to zero, and in the red region onlyx1 −x2 is set to be zero meaning thatx1 =x2.
In this model, w C represents the part in the source signals that creates spatial correlation among samples; s C corresponds to the common support among the jointly sparse sources, and w j s j denotes the part in each sparse source that is independent of the the signals at other terminals.
B. Multi-dimensional Soft Thresholding Recovery
The two-dimensional soft thresholding scheme recovers the correlated sparse sources by solving the MAP estimation problem with the utility function
for some ψ ≥ 0. The intuition behind such a utility function comes from the stochastic model of the jointly sparse sources.
In fact, the model implies that x 1 −x 2 also represents a sparse source which is linearly correlated to x 1 and x 2 . This new vector can even be sparser that x 1 and x 2 when µ C > µ 1 , µ 2 . We therefore invoke the sparsity of the difference term to take the spatial correlation of the source signals into consideration and add the term ψ v 1 − v 2 1 to the postulated prior. As the utility function is convex, the recovery algorithm is posed as a linear programming and efficiently solved. For more than two sources, the utility function is designed by a similar approach. We now invoke the results in Section III to characterize the asymptotic performance of two-dimensional soft thresholding recovery. The decoupled network illustrated in Section III-A for this scheme is illustrated using Fig. 1 . Here, we have slopes. As it is shown, the y 1 y 2 plane is partitioned into 13 subsets È k , for k = 0, . . . , 12, using the points A to F and the lines indicated in the figure; for example, the partition È 2 is the set of all y = [y 1 , y 2 ] T restricted among the line segment which connects A to B and the lines passing through A and B.
We now define the labeling functions L 1 (·) and L 2 (·) which assign a label to each point in the y 1 y 2 plane.
where we have used the abbreviation È k:m = ∪ m i=k È i . Using the labeling functions, the decoupled MAP estimator is represented as [x 1 ,x 2 ] = [g 1 (y), g 2 (y)] where
From (17), it is observed that the decoupled network is a combination of three overlapping soft thresholding operators which operate on the y 1 and y 2 axes as well as the y 1 = y 2 line 1 . The first two operators correspond to the terms v 1 1 and v 2 1 in the utility function while the latter thresholding is due to v 1 − v 2 1 . As a result, the reconstructed symbols for y ∈ È 1 , È 7 fulfillx 1 =x 2 which correspond to clipping the single-letter term |v 1 −v 2 | 1 to zero. By setting ψ = 0 the points A and B as well as D and E meet, and the decoupled estimator reduces to two orthogonal soft thresholding operators. 1 This observation clarifies further the appellation. 
C. Numerical Investigations
For numerical investigations, we consider the case in which A 1 and A 2 have i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian entries with variance 1/M j . The R-transform therefore reads R j (ω) = ρ j /(ρ j − ω). We moreover set the distortion function to
As a benchmark, we further consider the ℓ 2,1 -norm RLS recovery scheme which is derived from the generic MAP estimator in (5) by setting ℓ 2,1 -norm in (1) as the utility function. The plots in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are given for the prior model in Section IV-A assuming that υ 2 C = υ 2 j = 0.5, µ C = 0.3 and µ j = 0.1 for j = 1, 2. The noise variances are moreover set to σ 2 j = 0.01 which means that the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for both terminals is 13 dB. Due to the symmetry at the source terminals, we further set λ 1 = λ 2 = λ in the simulations. Fig. 2 shows the average MSE of the network as a function of λ for ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0.8 considering various choices of ψ. From the figure, it is seen that the average MSE takes smaller values for ψ = 0 which agrees with the intuition that for high spatial correlation among the source terminals the coupled prior in the proposed algorithm enhances the recovery performance. To validate the results given via the replica method, we have further sketched the average MSE calculated via numerical simulations for N = 100 at some few points. For the sake of comparison, the simulation results for the ℓ 2,1 -norm RLS have been moreover indicated in the figure. One can observe that the proposed scheme outperforms ℓ 2,1 -norm recovery even for sub-optimal choices of ψ. Using the main results, one can further optimize the choice of ψ and λ j . Fig. 3 illustrates the rate-distortion region for λ = 0.04 and the threshold distortion mse 0 = −15 dB considering ψ = 0 and ψ = 0.8. For any rate pair (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) above the diagram, the average MSE achieved by the corresponding recovery scheme is less than mse 0 . As the figure depicts, the region expands for ψ = 0.8 significantly following the fact that the proposed algorithm takes the source correlation into consideration.
V. SKETCH OF THE DERIVATIONS
In order to derive the decoupling property, we first modify the definition of the average distortion. Let Ï N ⊂ [N ]. Define the input-output distortion over the index set Ï N as
and set the asymptotic average distortion over the large limit
We now define the function E(·|·) which for given realizations of the quenched random set Q = A J , y J reads
By standard large deviations arguments, one can write
To bypass the hard task of integrating a logarithmic function, we utilize the Riesz equality and replace E log Z(β, h) with the term lim m↓0 log E {Z m (β, h)} /m in F (β, h). The new expression represents F (β, h) in terms of the moment function of Z(β, h). It is however not trivial to determine the moment function for real argument m. We thus invoke the "replica continuity" conjecture which assumes that the moment function analytically continues from to Ê. This means that the moment function finds a same analytic form for both integer and real choices of m. In this case, by following the classic approach in [11] , after some lines of derivation we have
where v J and x J are the ensembles of v j = [v j1 , . . . , v jm ] T and x j = x j 1 m×1 for j ∈ [J], respectively. The conditional distribution q β (v|x) is moreover given by
where 
The expression in (23) determines the general replica ansatz in terms of the correlation matrices Q j . As q β (v|x) is a function of Q j , (25) gives a set of fixed-point equations whose solution determines the exact expression for the distortion. Determining the explicit solution to (25) is not analytically possible, due to the replica continuity conjecture. We therefore invoke the approach in the literature of statistical mechanics and assume that the solution lies in a class of parameterized matrices. The most primary class is the replica symmetric set of matrices for which we have Q j = χ j I m /β + p j 1 m . For a large class of problems such a symmetry holds, and thus, the solution correctly determines the distortion. There are however some settings for which this assumption is not valid. For these cases, the replica symmetric structure should be generalized. Derivations for more general solutions can be followed in [11] .
Substituting the replica symmetric structure into the general ansatz, D Ï is derived. As (23) does not depend on the index subset Ï N , one can show that any joint moment of (x J n ,x J n ) is equivalent to the corresponding joint moment of (x J ,x J ) following similar approach as in [10] . Invoking the moments method, the decoupling property is finally concluded.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper applied the replica method to study the performance of MAP estimation in a distributed sensing framework. Our investigations extended the MAP decoupling principle to these distributed setups. We further proposed a new algorithm for recovery of jointly sparse sources and compared its performance with the traditional RLS approach in the literature. Numerical results depicted the superior performance of our algorithm compared with the ℓ 2,1 -norm RLS recovery scheme.
